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COMMUNICATING SUSTAINABILITY: 10 IDEAS
DREW ANDERSON, WCU METEOROLOGIST – DANDERSON@WCUPA.EDU
1) JUMP RIGHT IN TO PRESENTATIONS
SHORT WINDOW TO GRAB ATTENTION
https://youtu.be/0pwGBgEEaJ8?t=61
2) LEAD WITH SOMETHING INTERESTING





3) KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
BAD
SCIENCE
3) AMPLIFY YOUR STRENGTHS
ENGAGING AUTHENTICITY
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4) KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
BAD
SCIENCE
MANY PEOPLE SNOOZED IN SCIENCE CLASS




GLOBAL WARMING CAUSES MORE DROUGHTS AND MORE FLOODING
5) ANALOGIES ARE EFFECTIVE
VOLCANIC ASH IS LIKE SAND, NOT LIKE FIRE ASH
ANALOGIES ARE EFFECTIVEANALOGIES ARE A WAY TO SIMPLIFY
THERE ARE OTHER WAYS TO SIMPLY SCIENCE
6) DON’T USE TECHNICAL TERMS
UNWEATHERED THE WEATHER
7) RELATE TO ALL VIEWS
https://youtu.be/4d3UQpfiFfM
OPPOSING VIEWS? RELATE & SPEAK TO FACTS
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO IT8) BRING YOUR OWN CONNEC IONS
PROFESSOR BRIAN RICHTER, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO ITNATURAL HOLES
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO ITHOLES ALLOW SUNLIGHT IN DENSE JUNGLE
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO ITSPEAKING OF LIGHT
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO ITLEDS PRODUCE LITTLE HEAT
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO ITALL OVER COSTA RICA
https://youtu.be/Ox-SiNEdzfk?t=33
9) UPCYCLI G IS MEMORABLE
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO IT
UPCYCLE ITEMS ARE ATTENTION-GRABBING
ALL OVER COSTA CA
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO ITUPCYCLED MARKET NG
YOUR CONNECTIONS
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO IT10) WORDS MATTER
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/crisis-how-many-times-
can-trump-white-house-officials-say-n956501
PRESENTATIONS: JUMP RIGHT INTO IT• CLIMATE CRISIS
• CLIMATE CHANGE
• GLOBAL WARMING
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3) AMPLIFY YOUR STRENGTHS
